Abstract-This paper investigates the optimal design of eventtriggered estimation for linear systems. The synthesis approach is posed as a team decision problem where the decision makers are given by the event trigger and the estimator. The event-trigger decides upon its available measurements whether the estimator shall obtain the current state information by transmitting it through a resource constrained channel. The objective is to find the optimal tradeoff between the mean square estimation error and the expected number of transmissions over a finite horizon. After deriving basic characteristics of the optimal solution, we propose an iterative algorithm that alternates between optimizing one decision maker while fixing the other and vice versa. By analyzing the dynamical behavior of the iterative method, it is shown that the algorithm converges to a symmetric threshold policy for first-order systems if the statistics of the uncertainties are even and unimodal. In the case of bimodal distributions, we show numerically that the iterative method may find asymmetric threshold policies that outperform symmetric rules.
I. INTRODUCTION
In contrast to the periodically sampled systems, in which measurements are taken within equidistant time-intervals, an event-triggered estimator receives measurement updates in an asynchronous fashion. The event-trigger is a preprocessing unit situated at the sensor which decides upon its available information, whether to update a remote estimator with new measurements. There is a lot of evidence in the literature that event-triggered sampling for estimation and control is a promising alternative to periodic sampling when the sensor transmissions are costly [1] - [7] . Along with the benefits of event-triggered sampling for estimation, several challenges emerge in the analysis and design that are not present in periodically sampled systems. One of the main issues corresponds to the implicit information available at the estimator in the absence of an event [8] , [9] . This additional information commonly leads to a close coupling of the estimator and the event-trigger. In order to overcome this complication, the majority of results assumes symmetric threshold policies. The restriction to symmetry commonly implies that the estimator will not de- pend on the event-triggering rule [1] - [3] . In contrast to these works, the focus of this paper is to study exactly this dependence between event-trigger and estimator by allowing for asymmetric triggering policies. Our approach is posed as a team decision problem composed of the event-trigger and the estimator. The optimal decision makers aim at minimizing a finite horizon cost criterion composed of the mean square estimation error and the expected number of transmissions. First, basic properties of the optimal event-trigger and estimator are derived in which we make use of the nested information pattern of the team decision problem. We then propose an iterative algorithm that alternates between minimizing the cost criterion over one decision maker while fixing the other and vice versa. Stationary solutions of this algorithm can be identified as person-by-person optimal solutions. By studying the convergence behavior of the proposed iterative algorithm, we are able to attain a more detailed characterization of the optimal solution under a slight restriction of the set of admissible policies. It is shown for first-order systems that the optimal event-trigger is given by a symmetric threshold policy if the distributions of the uncertainties are unimodal and symmetric. Furthermore, we demonstrate numerically that our algorithm yields asymmetric threshold policies for symmetric but bimodal noise densities. For certain systems, it turns out that these asymmetric solutions decrease the cost considerably when comparing with the optimal symmetric solution. This observation suggests that unimodality of the distributions is essential for the optimality of symmetric threshold policies.
A. Related work
The optimality of symmetric threshold functions for the remote state estimation problem with costly communication has also been proven in [10] . Lipsa and Martins in [10] make use of majorization theory and the Riesz rearrangement inequality [11] in order to arrive at this result. The proof follows a similar guideline used for a related problem that studies the joint optimization of paging and registration policies in mobile networks [12] . The analysis of the asymptotic behavior of our iterative algorithm constitutes an alternative way to prove that symmetric event-triggering laws are optimal for first-order systems. In contrast to [10] , our proposed method enables the analysis of multimodal noise distributions and is capable to find solutions that outperform symmetric policies in this case.
Iterative methods for the solution of team decision problems, in which one policy is optimized while the others are fixed, has also been applied for the study of optimal solutions of the Witsenhausen's counter-example [13] and for the joint design of source-channel-relay mappings [14] . The work in [15] proposes an iterative encoderdecoder design algorithm for event-triggered feedback control over a bandwidth-limited channel. Park and Martins in [16] focus on the existence of solutions of our proposed problem for higher order systems by relating it to the Lloyds algorithm originally used to compute Centroidal Voronoi Tessellations [17] .
Another closely related work [18] studies distributed estimation for two random variables over the collision channel. In contrast to our work, the estimator must distinguish between the absence of an event and a collision during transmission. The authors show that threshold policies are optimal for the case of a single snapshot estimation. Moreover, the results indicate that even in the case of observing random variables with unimodal and symmetric distributions, the optimal event-trigger thresholds may be asymmetric. The work in [19] considers a variation of our problem setup for first-order Markov sources. In [20] , Nayyar et al. consider the joint design of estimation and scheduling for an energy-harvesting sensor by employing results from majorization theory. Both works [19] and [20] highlight the importance of symmetry and unimodality.
A preliminary version of this work has been published in [21] . This paper differs from the work in [21] as follows. It presents the iterative method and establishes basic properties of the optimal event-triggered estimator for higher order systems. This is in contrast to [21] , which merely considers first-order systems. Moreover, this paper introduces a new crucial assumption necessary for a detailed study of optimal eventtriggered estimation. Finally, it provides a full proof of Theorem 1 that has been omitted in [21] .
B. Organization of This Paper
Section II introduces the design problem of event-triggered estimation under communication constraints. A basic characterization of the optimal solution is discussed in Section III. Based on these properties, an iterative algorithm is developed in Section IV whose convergence properties are analyzed in Section V.
C. Notation
The expected value is denoted by E f [·] and the conditional expectation is denoted by E f [·|·] , where the underlying probability measure P The maximum norm of a vector x ∈ R n is denoted by |x| ∞ . The convolution of two real-valued function f and g is denoted by f * g.
II. MMSE ESTIMATION UNDER COMMUNICATION CONSTRAINTS
Consider the following linear process P driven by noise w k :
where x k takes values in R n and A ∈ R n ×n . The system noise w k takes values in R n and is an i.i.d. random variable described by the probability density function φ w , which is zero-mean and has a covariance matrix C w . The initial state x 0 is statistically independent of w k and is described by probability density function φ x 0 , which has a finite mean E[x 0 ] and a covariance matrix C x 0 . The initial state x 0 and the noise process {w k } are also referred to as primitive random variables in the following. System parameters and statistics are known to both the event-trigger and estimator.
The system model is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The process P outputs the state x k . The event-trigger E decides upon its available information whether or not to transmit the current state to the remote state estimator S. We define the output of the event-trigger as The communication channel between the process P and the state estimator S can be viewed as a δ k -controlled erasure channel whose outputs are described by
where ∅ is the erasure symbol. As it will be useful for subsequent analysis, we define the last update time τ k as
with τ k = −1, if no transmissions have occurred prior to k. The variable τ k evolves by the δ k -controlled difference equation
Admissible event-triggers are given by causal mappings
The estimator S outputs the state estimatex k and is given by measurable mappings g k defined bŷ ] that minimize cost J defined by
The per-stage cost of J is composed of the squared estimation error x k −x k 2 and a communication penalty λδ k . The weight λ > 0 determines the amount of penalizing transmissions over the communication channel emerging either from bandwidth limitations or from energy restrictions in the sensor node.
III. BASIC PROPERTIES
In this section, we are concerned with finding basic properties of optimal solutions minimizing (5) that will facilitate the description of optimal event-triggered estimators. We begin with a characterization of the optimal estimator given an arbitrary event-trigger.
Proposition 1: For any event-trigger f, the optimal state estimator g * is given by the MMSE estimator
Proof: Fix an arbitrary event-trigger f. The sequence {δ k } is then a function of primitive random variables. Hence, the communication penalty term E f N −1 k = 0 λδ k is constant and can be omitted from the optimization. In the remaining estimation problem, the mean square error
is to be minimized. The optimal solution for this problem is given by the MMSE estimator [22] . This completes the proof.
In the following, we introduce a time-variant translatory change of coordinates of the state space that will enable us to focus on the main issues involved in the joint optimization of the event-trigger and the estimator. As the coordinate transformation at each time k can be computed at the event-trigger and the estimator, the optimization problem remains unchanged. Let us define the linear predictorx LP k by the following recursion:
. The linear predictor is the MMSE estimator, when having no information about the choice of the event-trigger f and assuming that transmission instances are statistically independent of the state evolution. Clearly, this holds when transmission instances are selected in advance.
Let us rewrite the optimization problem by defining the one-step ahead estimation error of the linear predictor as
and e 0 = w −1 , where we define
The variable e k defines our new state to be estimated and follows the recursion:
Further, we defineê k to be the MMSE estimate
It is straightforward to see that the estimation error e k −ê k and x k − x k are identical random variables for a fixed event-trigger f, as e k corresponds to a translatory coordinate transformation of x k shifted by −Ax LP k −1 which is known since the sequence δ k −1 is measurable with respect to Z k . Therefore, our initial optimization problem with cost function J can be rewritten as
In the following, we assume that the event-trigger f is given by a mapping from E k to {0, 1}. Since there always exists a bijection from X k to E k given the variables δ 0 , . . . , δ k −1 , this change of variables does not put any restrictions on the further analysis keeping in mind that any policy expressed in E k can also be written as a function in X k . Let F denote the set of admissible policies over the horizon N . In order to find further structural properties of the optimal solution, we need to introduce an assumption on our admissible event-triggering policies. Suppose δ m = 1 at time m ∈ {−1, . . . , N − 2} and apply a policy f until time m. Then, the remaining optimization problem is to find
where e evolves according to (8) with initial condition e m + 1 = w m . The above optimization problem has the same form as (10) for each m with a shifted initial condition and a shorter horizon. This suggests that optimal policies need not depend on data prior to time τ k + 1 because of the reset transition of the state variable e m at m = τ k , i.e., it seems to be reasonable to restrict our policies to only depend on E k τ k + 1 .
Though a further in-depth analysis for the verification of this assertion is needed as the expected value to be computed in (11) still depends on the complete policy f , this study exceeds the scope of this paper. Instead, we provide the following restriction on the set of admissible policies, which our subsequent results will be based on. Definition 1: The set F CON defines the family of admissible eventtriggering policies over the horizon N constrained to the form
Based on the restricted set of policies introduced in Definition 1, the next proposition gives us insights into the structure ofê k .
Proposition 2: Let the event-trigger f ∈ F CON be fixed. Then, the MMSE estimate of e k is given bŷ
where τ k is defined by (3) and α k (τ k ) is defined by
Proof: Clearly, we haveê k = e k for δ k = 1, as e k ∈Z k if δ k = 1. For δ k = 0, τ k is a sufficient statistics forê k due to the state equation in (8) and f ∈ F CON . The mapping α k is determined by applying recursively (8) 
It can be observed that the running cost reduces to λ and is therefore independent of the current α k in the case δ k = 1.
IV. ITERATIVE ALGORITHM
What prevents a further study of the optimization problem (15) is the fact that the estimation bias α k (τ k ) depends on the particular policy f ∈ F CON chosen up to time k. Therefore, methods like dynamic programming are not directly applicable. In order to overcome this burden, we broaden (15) by considering the variable α k as a new decision variable being a function of τ k . Then, the optimization problem is given by
The optimization problem (16) enlarges the set of possible solutions compared to optimization problem (15) , because it omits the constraint for α given by (14) . On the other hand, because of Proposition 2, it follows by contradiction that the optimal solution of (16) satisfies (14) . Because of these observations, we can conclude that any optimal solution of problem (16) will yield the same optimal cost as (15) . By considering optimization problem (16), we are able to specify the structure of the optimal event-trigger given by the following proposition. Algorithm 1: Iterative procedure to calculate (f, α). Proof: The evolution of the pair (e k , τ k ) can be regarded as a δ kcontrolled Markov process defined by (4) and (8) . The running cost of J at time k is a function of the pair (e k , τ k ), input δ k , and noise w k . By [22] , this problem can be solved by dynamic programming with (e k , τ k ) being the state, which is a sufficient statistics of the optimal solution f k . This completes the proof.
Proposition 3 implies that the optimal event-trigger in F CON is a function of e k and τ k . It can be observed that for a fixed event-trigger f, the optimal map α can be calculated by (14) . On the other hand, for any fixed map α, the optimal event-trigger f can be calculated by dynamic programming. We therefore define the running cost as
and the Bellman operator as
The value function J k being a function of the augmented state (e k , τ k ) is determined by recursive application of the Bellman equation given by
where the argument in the minimization yields the optimal event-trigger f and we have
This observation motivates us to propose the following iterative procedure sketched in Fig. 2 , which alternates between optimizing f while fixing policy α and vice versa. Algorithm 1 describes the iterative procedure. With slight abuse of notation, we declared τ k as a second subscript instead of an argument of α k .
As the cost J decreases or is at least kept constant in each step of the iteration, the sequence
. .] produces a nonincreasing succession of costs J .
V. CONVERGENCE PROPERTIES
In the following, we are interested in the convergence properties of the proposed iterative algorithm for scalar systems. We will therefore restrict our analysis to linear first-order processes P defined as
where a ∈ R\{0}. The system noise w k takes values in R and is an i.i.d. random variable described by the probability density function φ w , which is zero-mean and has finite variance. The initial state x 0 is statistically independent of w k and is described by density function φ x 0 , which has a finite mean E[x 0 ] and a finite variance. As in the previous sections, we will study the transformed system with state variable e k defined in (7) . Additionally, it is assumed that the density functions are symmetric around their means, i.e.,
for all w, e ∈ R. Rather than regarding α as a function of k and τ k , we will interpret α as a vector in R 1 2 N (N + 1) by reindexing its entries appropriately. A central notion for the optimality of two-person team problems is given by person-by-person optimality, which is defined as follows with regard to (16) .
Definition 2 (Person-by-Person Optimality):
for all α ∈ R 1 2 N (N + 1) and all admissible policies f. The above definition means to say that the cost of a person-by-person optimal solution cannot be decreased by either changing the estimation bias α or by changing the event-trigger f while fixing the other. Personby-person optimality is a necessary condition for optimality, since it would be otherwise possible to improve the solution by the iterative algorithm defined by Algorithm 1. Hence, every fixpoint (f * , α * ) in the iterative algorithm is a person-by-person optimal solution of optimization problem (16) .
The following proposition shows that α * = 0 and its resulting optimal event-trigger f * is a person-by-person optimal solution. Proposition 4: Let e 0 and {w k } have symmetric distributions. Then, α * = 0 is a fixpoint of the Algorithm 1. The policy of the eventtrigger f * that corresponds to α * is an even mapping of e k and is independent of τ k for every k = 0, . . . , N − 1.
Proof: Let α 0 be 0 for all k and all τ in the initialization of Algorithm 1. The cost function J reduces then to
where e k evolves by the recursion (8) . Therefore, the resulting optimal f 0 k and the cost-to-go function J k is only a function of e k for all k = 0, . . . , N − 1. We first show that the application of the Bellman operator T 0 k preserves symmetry of J k + 1 for any k. Given an even value function J k + 1 , the conditional expectation E [J k + 1 (e k + 1 )|·, δ k ] preserves symmetry for both δ k = 1 as the expected value is constant. Due to the symmetry of φ w / e 0 and the system dynamics (8), we have
Adding the cost c 0 k (·, δ k ) also preserves symmetry, because the sum of two even functions is again even. Taking the pointwise minimum of two even functions yields an even function. Therefore, an even function remains even after application of the Bellman operator. As J N ≡ 0 is an even function, it follows by induction that every value function J k is even for k ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}. This implies that f 0 k resulting in the first iteration step from Algorithm 1 is an even mapping of e k , if α 0 = 0. Next, we calculate α 1 assuming f 0 k being an even function of e k for k ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}. Let φ e k |τ be the density function of the conditional probability distribution of e k given τ k and δ k = 0. Then, due to (14) and Proposition 2, α 1 k ,τ can be computed by
e · φ e k |τ (e)de.
For k = 0, φ e k |τ is determined by truncating the density function φ e 0 of the initial state e 0 at all (e, τ ), where f 0 0 takes a value of 1 and by normalizing the resulting function, i.e., 
Since φ e 0 and f 0 0 are even functions, we conclude that φ e 0 |τ is even, and therefore, we have α (19) . Due to the Bayes rule, the conditional density function φ e k |τ with a fixed τ evolves by the recursion φ e k + 1 |τ (e) = (
For the prediction step from (8) in the above expression, the scaling refers to the multiplication by a, while the convolution arises from the sum of two independent random variables. The truncation is a result of the incorporation of δ k + 1 = 0. It can be observed that this recursion preserves symmetry of the conditional density function φ e k |τ , as f 0 k is an even function. Therefore, we have shown that α * = 0 is a fixpoint of Algorithm 1, which completes the proof.
A. Symmetric Unimodal Distributions
A natural question arising from Proposition 4 is whether the personby-person optimal solution α * = 0 with its optimal event-trigger f * is also the globally optimal solution. We partly answer this question in the following by assuming that the distributions are unimodal.
Definition 3 (Unimodality):
A distribution in R is called unimodal, if there exists w 0 ∈ R such that the density function of the distribution φ(w) is a nonincreasing function for w ≥ w 0 and a nondecreasing function for w ≤ w 0 .
This additional assumption enables us to state the following useful convergence property of Algorithm 1.
Theorem 1: Let f * ∈ F CON and the initial state e 0 and the noise process {w k } have symmetric and unimodal distributions. Then, α * = 0 is a globally asymptotically stable fixpoint of Algorithm 1.
By considering the evolution of α i as a dynamical system evolving over variable i, the asymptotic behavior of the iterative Algorithm can be analyzed by means of Lyapunov stability theory and it is shown that α * = 0 is a globally asymptotically stable equilibrium point. The details of the proof can be found in the Appendix.
As the iterative Algorithm 1 produces a sequence of pairs (f i , α i ) whose costs are nonincreasing with increasing i, we conclude that 0 is the optimal choice for α, when noise distributions are symmetric and unimodal according to Theorem 1. The optimal state estimator of x k is then given by the linear predictor in (6) and is therefore independent of the choice of the event-trigger f. The distribution of the initial state x 0 must be also symmetric and unimodal, but its mean E[x 0 ] can be chosen arbitrarily. Hence, the symmetry axis of the distribution of x 0 need not to be at zero. In order to determine the optimal f * ∈ F CON , dynamic programming must only be applied once with α = 0. Note that such f * always exists. These results are summarized in the following corollary.
Corollary 1: The optimal event-triggered estimator with f * ∈ F CON for the first-order system (18) minimizing cost (5) exists and is characterized by (6) and a symmetric threshold policy.
The above corollary is in accordance with [10] and constitutes an alternative way by analyzing the asymptotic behavior of Algorithm 1 to prove that symmetric event-triggering laws are optimal in the presence of symmetric unimodal distributions. Moreover, the iterative algorithm may also be applied to dynamical systems whose noise distributions do not satisfy these assumptions. Although α = 0 is a fix point of the Algorithm 1 by Proposition 4 assuming symmetric density functions, the next section shows that symmetric threshold policies with α = 0 can be outperformed by Algorithm 1 by almost 50%. Hence, we can conclude that symmetry of the densities is not sufficient to show that the independent design is optimal. Therefore, additional assumptions are required to show that the independent design is optimal. In the case of Theorem 1 such requirement is given by the unimodality assumption of the density functions.
It is an open question whether Theorem 1 is also valid for higher order systems. The work in [20] considers the case of multidimensional systems for scaled orthonormal system matrices to find structural properties for the joint optimal scheduling and estimation problem. However, neither the use of majorization theory in [10] and [20] nor our iterative approach allow a direct extension to the case of general multidimensional systems.
B. Symmetric Bimodal Distributions
This section intends to outline the benefits of the iterative algorithm for bimodal noise distributions. We demonstrate numerically how the event-trigger and the estimator can benefit from signaling through the absence of triggering by comparing our solution with the optimal symmetric solution.
Suppose the process (18) with a = 1, λ = 0.5, and the distribution of the initial state φ e 0 , and the system noise, φ w to be given by
For μ = 0, we retrieve the normal distribution. In the limit μ → 1, the noise process degrades to a Bernoulli process taking discrete values {−1, 1} with probability . We select μ ∈ [0, 1) and set σ = 1 − μ 2 in order to have unit variance for all μ ∈ [0, 1). Various density functions for different μ are sketched in Fig. 3(a) .
We observe that for μ < 0.8, the peaks of the bimodal density function are less distinctive. According to Theorem 1, we cannot expect that large gains of the iterative procedure can be attained compared with the optimal symmetric solution for μ < 0.8. A performance comparison of the iterative procedure and the optimal symmetric eventtrigger is drawn in Fig. 3(b) for a horizon N = 10 and various μ. The initialization for the iterative procedure is chosen to be α 0 ≡ 0.1. For μ ∈ [0, 0.8], the costs are almost identical as the noise distributions are (approximately) unimodal within this range. This is also anticipated by Theorem 1. For μ > 0.8, a rapid performance improvement can be observed. The value μ = 0.8 can therefore be viewed as the critical border between (approximately) unimodal distributions and density functions with two distinct peaks. In the limit μ → 1, the costs are reduced by 45% by the iterative procedure compared with the optimal symmetric event-trigger. . The event-trigger and estimator have therefore an implicit agreement if no state update is sent over the resource-constrained channel. In that case, no transmission indicates the estimator that the state x 0 is situated at the right peak resulting in the estimate α 0 .
VI. SUMMARY
By considering the joint optimal design of state estimator and eventtrigger as a two-person problem, we were able to develop an efficient iterative algorithm, which alternates between optimizing the estimator while fixing the event-trigger and vice versa. The iterative method shows special properties in the case of unimodal and symmetric statistics in the uncertainty. In this situation, it is shown that the optimal event-triggered estimator can be obtained by a separate design and is given by a linear predictor and a symmetric threshold policy. This result is along previous results and offers an alternative line of proof for showing that such separate design is optimal in case of symmetric unimodal distributions. In the case of symmetric and bimodal distributions, the iterative procedure offers a systematic method, which leads to asymmetric event-triggers and biased estimators that outperform symmetric threshold policies.
Similar properties of the iterative method are likely to hold as well in the case of multidimensional systems, but a conclusive derivation for higher order systems is still an open issue for future research.
APPENDIX PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof: First, we define the following time-variant transformations of e k and α k ,τ k by
By this transformation, the running cost and the Bellman operator are defined bŷ
The optimization problem (16) can then be restated by replacing J witĥ J defined byĴ
The event-trigger f k is a function of y k and τ k , where y k evolves by
with v k = 1 a k w k and the evolution of τ k is given by (4) . It is easy to see that the distribution of v k is again unimodal and symmetric. In the following, we adapt Algorithm 1 to the transformed system. We consider β i as a vector in R 1 2 N (N + 1) that evolves by the procedure defined by (20) . By this view, β i is the state of a nonlinear time-invariant discrete-time system described by
In order to analyze the asymptotic behavior with regard to i, we introduce the following Lyapunov candidate V (β i ) defined by
For notational convenience, let β i ∞ be defined as
What we want to show first is that for every event-trigger f i resulting from (20) for a given β i , we have
The validity of above implication is shown by induction starting with k = N − 1. We fix a β i and apply dynamic programming to obtain f i . Because ofĴ N ≡ 0, the value functionĴ N −1 is then given bŷ
Note that the running cost exhibits the symmetry propertŷ
with τ = −1, . . . , k − 1 and the monotonicity property
for δ ∈ {0, 1} and τ = −1, . . . , k − 1. Both properties are preserved after taking the minimum over δ implying that they are also valid for J N −1 . Therefore, we obtain (22) is valid due to the monotonicity property ofĴ N −1 . In case of
The second equality is due to the symmetry property and the inequality is due to the monotonicity property as
By knowing that the value functionĴ N −1 = λ is constant for all pairs (y, τ ), when δ N −1 = 1, we have
Next, we show that by applying the Bellman operator will preserve the inequality given by (22) . Assume, we havê
with τ = −1, . . . , k − 1. We want to show that statement (23) implieŝ
For all pairs (y, τ ), where the argument of the minimization inT
This also implies thatĴ k takes its maximum for these pairs. In the following, we are interested in outcomes forĴ k in case of δ k = 0. Along the same lines as forĴ N −1 , we obtain for the running costĉ
with τ = −1, . . . , k − 1. We rewriteĴ k + 1 tô
By the assumption (23), we havê
Taking the expectation ofĴ k + 1 given δ k , y k , and τ k , gives either a constant function over (y k , τ k ) for δ k = 1 or is given by convolution with the density function of v k for δ k = 0 denoted by φ. By assumption, the density function φ is symmetric and unimodal. By linearity of the convolution operator, we follow:
For the first term of (29), we see that symmetry is preserved, i.e., In fact, it is straightforward to see that the inequalities are strict for all β i ∞ = 0, and therefore, the Lyapunov candidate V decreases with increasing i for all β = 0. Hence, the iterative procedure defined in (20) converges to 0 for any initial condition of β. By transforming β back into the initial state space system, we can conclude the proof.
